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Why Octant AI?
Major projects underperform, everywhere…

… so we built Octant AI to improve major project 
success rates

… and this hurts everyone …

• Ordinary citizens
• Shareholders
• Governments
• Businesses



Poll: How satisfied are you with the cost 
performance of your projects?

o Highly Satisfied
o Satisfied
o Neutral/ I don’t know
o Dissatisfied
o Highly Dissatisfied



With Octant AI you can predict capital risk 
sooner

Octant AI is like a project heart rate monitor: it alerts you to portfolio and project risk across key indicators 
including cost, time, cash flow, revenue and margin.

Octant AI helps project leaders with intelligent predictions and active guidance to improve portfolio and 
project performance through early warning, accurate forecasts, and better risk management. 

We can demonstrate1,2 that Octant AI improves:
✓ capital productivity by up to 10.7% 
✓ cost forecasting accuracy by up to 87% 
✓ early warning benefits of up to 40% of the project duration
✓ cost savings up to 3.3% of project value.



You can sample Octant AI for free now



Case Study #1 – Queensland Transport and 
Main Roads Portfolio capital management

Transport

$AUD 27.5 Bn capital spend over 4 years

Projects from 2018 to 2021

Early warning and accuracy of total portfolio 
cost forecasting

95% accuracy compared to actual costs, five 
months earlier to improve capital 
productivity by up to 10.7% of portfolio 
value and financial risk management

Octant AI predicts total portfolio costs with 95% accuracy five months earlier than normal 
to provide a capital productivity improvement opportunity by up to 10.7% of portfolio 
value p.a.



Benefits: AI improves capital productivity and risk 
management through the whole lifecycle

Solution
1. Octant AI predicts total portfolio costs with 95% accuracy 

compared to actuals and five months earlier than the 
business

2. Octant AI provides P10-P90 predictions of project and 
total portfolio costs that are well calibrated to actual costs

Benefits
✓ Well calibrated P10-P90 predictions allow QTMR to 

confidently adjust capital levels to suit business risk and 
optimise capital productivity. For example, conservative 
organisations can choose predictions equal to or higher 
than P50 to maintain larger capital buffers. Alternatively, 
predictions less than P50 produce leaner capital buffers.

✓ Average saving of $148,000 per project
✓ Extend the benefits of AI through time and cashflow 

predictions across the portfolio 

Queensland Transport and Main Roads (QTMR) tends to 
over-estimate the true cost of its projects and delays release 
of contingency back to the portfolio. This decreases capital 
productivity.

Challenge
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“[Octant AI] identified significant financial and delivery 
opportunities for the re‐distribution of capital budget
and/or contingency back into [the] portfolio” QTMR



Octant AI augments and aligns well with 
Project Controls systems

“there is an opportunity to 
utilise AI for cost forecasting 
and project completion as a tool 
for project and 
portfolio/program managers to 
use in their monthly reports and 
planning. 

As the AI application can 
provide earlier warnings 
compared to traditional 
methods, project managers can 
review and identify project risks 
and countermeasures to 
guarantee project performance”
NACOE, p. 17



Other sectors: Multiple forecasts with greater 
accuracy and early warning across diverse sectors

Solution

These graphs compare 
Octant AI’s cost, revenue 
and cashflow forecasts vs 
actuals on different, real-
world portfolios 
(value $AUD 0.35Bn -
$AUD 1.6Bn)

Benefits

✓ Improved capital 
productivity

✓ Accuracy improved by 
up to 97% 

✓ Early warning of up to 
five months

✓ Accurate P10-P90 
confidence intervals 
compared to actuals

Portfolio Cost predictions – International Contractor

Portfolio Cost predictions – Level Crossing Removals



Poll: How satisfied are you with the tools and 
methods you use now to control project cost 
and time risk?

o Highly Satisfied
o Satisfied
o Neutral/ I don’t know
o Dissatisfied
o Highly Dissatisfied



Case Study #2 – Early warning of cost overrun

Roads, bulk earthworks and 
underground services project

$AUD 8.19M

Jan 2018 to Feb 2020

Early and accurate cost overrun 
warnings reduce severity of final 
cost overruns

98% accuracy from project start, 
avoids even worse overruns

Octant AI provides early and accurate warning of cost overrun and provides steady feedback 
on the final cost from recovery efforts. Site productivity is ultimately insufficient to 
overcome cost overruns at project completion but worse cost overrun was likely if no early 
warning was given at all.



Month 0
AI predicts 

+12.8% cost 
overrun

Month 6 
Drainage Works, 
Road Pavement 

Materials and
Utilities are 

problem areas.

Month 9
Cost overruns accumulated in 
multiple areas including Road 

Pavement Materials
Main Drainage Works

Earthworks and
Underground Services

Month 12
Final cost overrun: 

15.0%
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Poll: How satisfied are you with the influence 
of Project Controls in improving project cost 
and time performance in your organisation?

o Highly Satisfied
o Satisfied
o Neutral/ I don’t know
o Dissatisfied
o Highly Dissatisfied



Case Study #3 - Active Loss Avoidance

Roads, bulk earthworks and 
underground services project

$AUD 23M

June 2019 to Dec 2020

Octant AI implemented from 
project commencement to predict 
completion

Intelligent prediction initiates 
project actions to turnaround from 
13% cost overrun to 4.3% underrun 

Project team used OctantAI intelligent predictions to identify problem project sub-areas, 
develop recovery plans and implement them to prevent project cost performance 
deterioration. For example, by reviewing site resourcing and productivity, and work front 
prioritisation



B

Intelligent portfolio performance dashboard 
identified distressed Project “B”.  AI forecasted 

cost overrun of nearly $3.0M



Month 0 to 3
AI detects 

cost 
overruns.  

Project 
respond with 
deep dives.

Month 9 
Action by project team 
on cost overrun risks 

(underground services, 
site expenses and 

supervision) results in 
AI revised forecast.

Month 18 
Project Completion

Turned a likely 13% 
forecast overrun into 4.3% 

underrun through:
• Proactive action on 

cost overrun risks
• Encouraging strong 

performance on 
activities with least 
overrun risk

Month 6 
Underground 

services 
emerges as a 
new area of 

risk for 
focused 
action



Poll: How likely is it you would use AI to 
improve project performance in the next 12 
months?

o Highly Likely
o Likely
o Neutral/ I don’t know
o Unlikely
o Highly Unlikely



Conclusion

Octant AI is like a project heart rate monitor: it alerts you to portfolio and project risk across key indicators 
including cost, time, cash flow, revenue and margin.

Octant AI helps project leaders with intelligent predictions and active guidance to improve portfolio and 
project performance through early warning, accurate forecasts, and better risk management. 

We can demonstrate1,2 that Octant AI improves:
✓ capital productivity by up to 10.7% 
✓ cost forecasting accuracy by up to 87% 
✓ early warning benefits of up to 40% of the project duration
✓ cost savings up to 3.3% of project value.
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THANK YOU

www.octantai.com


